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Abstract

In this talk I will sketch a Bayesian approach to survey sampling.
There are di¤erent variants of Bayesians. This will be a quite orthodox
presentation. Due to the short time it will also be a super�cial treatment.

.
For a true Bayesian the whole analysis should be completely Bayesian.

Thus I will start by describing the Bayesian philosophy and its conse-
quences for survey sampling, estimation and reporting. I will then give a
full Bayesian treatment in a few simple standard situations, Dichotomous
data under simple and strati�ed sampling. The Normal-gamma and the
Dirichlet process approaches to continuous data. I will also mention the
use of auxiliary information. Many papers on Bayesian methods in sur-
vey sampling are not quite orthodox and suggest that Bayesian methods
should be used only for those purposes, when the standard design-based
approach does not work, like handling of non-response and small area es-
timation. I will illustrate some of these cases too. A true Bayesian, on the
other hand, says that Bayesian methods should only be used when they
are better than classical methods, i.e. always.

.
The following plan is only a preliminary sketch. I will probably have

to omit some parts of it due to time restrictions
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1 Bayesian philosophy I

.
With a special view on Survey Sampling and O¢ cial Statistics.
Subjective probability and multiple users.
Updating, Bayes�formula.
Predictive inference.
Decisions, the of the statistics.

2 Standard situations.

2.1 Polya urn scheme for dichotomous variables

.
Exchangeability, de Finetti�s theorem.
Do parameters exist?

2.2 Strati�ed sampling for dichotomous variables

.
E¤ects of too informative priors.

2.3 Dirichlet-multinomial and the Dirichlet process

.
Discrete and continuous variables.
Bayesian non-parametrics.

2.4 The Linear and Normal-gamma approaches to sam-
pling for continuous variables

.
Superpopulations.
Conjugate priors.
BLUE and restriction to linearity.
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2.5 Auxiliary variables

.
Ratio and regression type situations,.

3 Bayesian philosophy II

3.1 The role of randomisation

.
Why do we have to randomise?
In a modelbased approach the design should not matter. But it does!

3.2 Preposterior analysis

.
How to chose the sample size and the design af a survey.
Balanced designs.

4 Special situations, where the Bayesian approach
can be seen as a complement.

4.1 Missing data and non-response

.
Rubins classi�cation, MAR, MCAR, NMAR

4.2 Multiple Imputation

.
Obtaining the full posterior through Gibbs� sampling and other MCMC-

methods.

4.3 Small area estimation

.
The use and estimation of covariance structures.
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4.4 Outlier detection

.
How to take the possibility of outliers into account, when there are no outliers

in your sample?

4.5 Editing

.
Estimating the probability and impact of response errors.
E¤ects of data checking.

5 Conclusion.

.
This has been a very super�cial talk. It is impossible to give an elegant and

thorough treatment of survey sampling in one hour. But it is easier to do so
with the Bayesian approach than in an old-fashioned design-based setting.
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